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Dearest,

The Commendatore Oscar Bussandri, in his memoirs, wanted me as the 
Vice-President of the Fondazione Bussandri-Chilesotti, an institution 
born to preserve the artistic tradition and the cultural heritage that date 
back to the Italian Renaissance.
The years of working closely with my great uncle Oscar Bussandri 
allowed me to acquire an equal rigor in judging the quality of the 
materials used, the ability of maestri artigiani and the sensibility to 
recognize and appreciate the value of artistic handwork.
The best artisans, a production of excellence, the Italian taste in every 
phase of the creation of art furniture ensure that centuries of exclusive 
tradition is preserved and can continue in times to come. A road used 
today by people chosen by Oscar, a tradition preserved.
I am sure that he would be happy.

Marco Chiodelli Bussandri, 
grandnephew of Oscar Bussandri

Oscar Bussandri
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Castagneto Carducci, Italy
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Page 2
Antonio Canova, Amore e Psiche, 1787

Opposite
entrance with original frescoed vaulted ceiling

On this page
walnut table: detail of the richly carved leg; and “with heraldic motif ”

The harmony of the classic Italian art furniture creations and Chiodelli Arte unique ability to 
interpret different styles, supported by excellent designers is a recurrent theme in the company. All 
of this is enhanced by a modern perspective, especially in the management and the organisation.
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On this page
wooden gilted sculptures transformed into lamp holders

Opposite
armchair in seventeen century style with red velvet
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On this page and opposite
fireplace room with original frescoed walls and chimney
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Opposite
bishop armchair in Florentine seventeen century style

On this page
richly carved console with precious goldleaf finish and marble malachite top
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On this page
chair in baroque style seventeen century style

Opposite
detail of the 4 poster bed: carved twisted column and gilded pinnacle
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Moscow, Russia
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Opposite
living room with fireplace in light cozy colour and white wooden pannels

On this page
detail of clear crystal mirror with carved silver leaf decoration

Each creation is an expression of the history and the culture linked to the Chiodelli Arte brand.
A history that gave rise to the globally renowned Venetian furniture district, but that has also 
jealously preserved the skills and the knowledge involved in creating real art furnishings. Harmony 
and elegance characterise every creation. T  hey are finished with precision and the colours, though 
bright, always allows us to enjoy the veins of precious woods. Selected for durability, the materials 
are only of the highest quality, certified, first and foremost, by customers’ satisfaction and loyalty. 
Chiodelli Arte furniture are works of art that increase in value with time.
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On this page

Opposite
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Opposite
study bookcase, writing desk and armchair in light Italian walnut

On this page
seascape painting of French navy appraoch

Following pages
living room with richly carved furniture and cozy sofas
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On this page
detail of the shaped sofa

Opposite
tea room with fireplace
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Moulins, France
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Opposite
 living room with carved and painted decorative elements

On this page
detail of the wood carving

Today, Chiodelli Arte’s strength comes from on production in a 
modern factory, where loyal maestri artigiani, custodians of unique 
skills and sensitivity, work with innovative tools. These new 
technologies allow for greater expressiveness and efficiency 
consistent with the artisanship of the creations and with the 
tradition of Italian art furniture. This corporate structure ensures 
responsiveness, timely and good service. It allows customers and 
business partners of Chiodelli Arte to collaborate with confidence, 
meet deadlines and guaranteed quality.
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On this page
detail of the monogram of the landlord

Opposite
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Florence, Italy
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Opposite
livingroom in eclectic style

On this page
detail of the fireplace

Service is tailored, from start to finish. It starts with identification of the style which most closely 
meets the customer’s preferences, reviewing precious historical publications that display exclusive 
environments.
Suggestions are made to the customer regarding elegance and different styles, to satisfy the client’s 
taste. From furniture to fabrics, each element is taken care of to engage the customer’s emotions, a 
process which must be repeated every day.
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On this page and opposite 
dining room in Provence style

On this page
detail of the precious mother of pearl 

inlay in the chest of drawers
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On this page
livingroom: modern piece of art

combined with essential lines of furniture

Following pages
hallway with original frescoes and eclectic 

pieces of art (objet de curiosité)
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Paris, France
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Opposite
precious inlays in a neoclassical style

On this page
detail of wooden molding with ovolo decorative pattern

Chiodelli Arte collaborates with excellence (Paghera green service, Zanini wrought iron, Testi 
marble, Gherardo Degli Albizzi bronze, Medpools SPA & pools…) and works closely with 
interior designers and architects from around the world.
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On this page and opposite
bathroom with ivory wall panelling and tube cover
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Opposite
bookcases with richly eclectic columns for reading room

On this page
detail of the neoclassical consolle painted

with gold leaf and marble top
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On this page and opposite
entrance and hallway with particular finishing

wooden paneling and precious carving

Following pages
inlaid trumeau in neoclassical style
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On this page and opposite
living room with marble fireplace and armchairs in Louis Philippe style



Marco Chiodelli Bussandri - President. Already Vice President of the 
Fondazione Bussandri-Chilesotti, born by the will of Oscar Bussandri with 
the aim of preserving the artistic and cultural heritage. The Fondazione 
preserves precious volumes, works and knowledge in the artistic, literary 
and musical fields. The Fondazione looks after cultural projects and 
enhances, with a museum of furniture, an Italian tradition that originated 
during the Renaissance. It also does so through the award of scholarships 
and by engaging itself in the production of events to spread the culture of 
the art furniture.

Diego Chiodelli Bussandri - CEO. After completing his studies in economics 
and statistics in Milan and Glasgow, Diego followed a vocation as an explorer 
who drove him to work in Florence, London, Zurich, New York, Mexico 
City, Seoul, Singapore and Tokyo for General Electric. After 12 years in 
Corporate America, he was inspired to return to his motherland, to join his 
brother and continue the project and his dream.

Lara Plichero - Commercial Director. Professional with extensive experience 
in project management of high-end furniture and interior design. A skill 
that spans from selecting materials to implementation, to styles, to the 
management of each stage of the realisation of high-end furniture solutions, 
with great attention paid to taste and customers’ preferences.

Partners and sta�

Fabio Ferraccioli - Art Advisor. Graduated in the Conservation of Cultural Heritage. He is also a consultant in Italy for one of the most prestigious international 
auction houses as well as an expert in paintings, artefacts and antiques. He acts as an expert in the court of Venice.

Omar Favero - Designer. Many years of experience in the design and manufacture of furniture. He worked in several Italian and foreign properties.

Valentina Vidale - Area Manager. After graduating in languages, has opted for a career in sales. She worked as area manager in Russia, Asia and the Middle East.

Igor Sever - Architect and Designer. Brilliant and eclectic, perfectly at ease with the most complex artistic challenges. He moves with equal skill from classic to 
contemporary, mixing materials, styles and emotions.

Carine Vauzou-Soules - Area Manager. Born in Paris, she worked in France, Britain, Spain and Italy, as a project manager for two large multinationals. 
Always sensitive to art and with a very refined sense of aesthetics, Carine has found her natural environment in Chiodelli Arte.

Alessandra Presedo - Public Relations. The management of public relations particularly for international luxury brands has always been her true calling, now, 
as PR for Chiodelli Arte, this is completely fulfilled.

Enrico Carminati - Supply Chain Manager. From procurement of materials to delivery to the end customer e�ciently manages the �ow of information and products.
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